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A GOLDEN YEAR 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1900 titles 
from all over the world 

 

 
 

 
 
The catalogue specialized in philately and collecting presents all the books published by 
Vaccari and all those available by Vaccari from all over the world. 
 
The “Philatelic Bookshop” no.29 is more and more comprehensive with a weighty selection of titles from 
all over the world on collecting, postal history, air mail, maritime and military, Italy and foreign 
countries, catalogues, handbooks and dictionaries, new publications and the new editions of catalogues. 
Thousands of titles with descriptions full of details, to make the choice of the volumes of interest easier. 
 
There are also the new volumes signed “Vaccari”, which receive several awards all over the world. 
Particularly rich in gold the year 2011. “Sicily 1859 - Comparative plates of stamps” by Paolo Vaccari 
has obtained the gold medal at New Zealand Philatelic Literature Exhibition, the large gold medal and 
special award at Hunfila, and again the gold medal at APS Stampshow. At Hunfila, gold even to 
“Catalogo Vaccari 2011-2012” and “Vaccari Magazine”. And again gold to “Catalogue of Zeppelin mail 
of Italy - Italian colonies - San Marino - Vatican City 1929-1939” by Fiorenzo Longhi in New Zealand. 
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Still valid in 2012 the XIV edition of “Catalogo Vaccari 2011-2012”, the two-year historical study and 
catalogue with valuations, particularly important both from a history and postal-history point of view too, 
thanks to the richness in information given in the introductions to the Italian States and to the Kingdom of 
Italy up to 1900. 
In part centred on the Nineteenth century, “Vaccari Magazine”, the prestigious six-monthly magazine of 
philately and postal history information, is accompanied by the analytical index with the articles 
published from the first issue of 1989 to 2008, a very useful bibliographic reference for scholars and 
lovers. 
The magazine has become a “collection” item and back issues get incredible results at the auctions. 
 
Among the works published by Vaccari, the new book by Enrico Sturani “Italia! Sveglia! Uno Stivale di 
cartoline. Tutti i simboli della nostra Patria” shows how Italy has been represented from the end of the 
Nineteenth century to nowadays through 232 postcards. Joking and ironic images, but also allegoric, 
patriotic and propaganda ones, in post-free, politic, commercial or advertising postcards. 
“Le relazioni postali dell’Italia nell’Ottocento - Italia-Francia” by Vito Salierno is the second volume 
of a series devoted to postal relations between Italy and foreign countries during the XIX century, 
specifically from 1850 to 1875, a quarter of century from the introduction of postage stamps in Italy to the 
creation of the Universal Postal Union and the unitary rate. 
The “1x1” sale section, second hand, new, ancient and rare books, magazines, catalogues, special offers 
and low prices, presents many titles and it is regularly updated on-line. 
N.4 of the “History Bookshop”, the catalogue specialized in history and military history, aviation, navy, 
uniforms, weapons and tanks, has been increased more and more. Over 1,800 titles by 200 Italian 
publishers centred on contemporary and military history, with a wide space given to the works relevant to 
Risorgimento and the 150 years of a unified Italy. Two new sections: “Women in history” and “Trains 
and railways - Civilian means of transport”. Several volumes are difficult to be found in bookshops. 
 
These catalogues are continually updated on Vaccari site www.vaccari.it and only on the site you can find 
special deals, end-of-season sales and interesting offers throughout the year. Soon, the digital catalogues 
and the presence of the company in the main social networks, in order to give more and more information 
and to strengthen the relations with customers. In “Vaccari news - philately in real time”, the daily web-
magazine, several news are relevant to books, catalogues, newspapers and magazines. 
 
As far as delivery is concerned, notwithstanding the increase in postal charges, the cost for readers has 
remained unchanged while the service has been improved thanks to the use of couriers. 
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